
IB BIO ENZYME CATALYST LAB

Enzyme Catalyst Design Lab - IB Biology [ Variable: Varying amounts of kitchen salt.] Introduction: Enzymes are
proteins that living cells create and acts as.

Furthermore, the use of distilled water evades the possible presence of microorganisms and therefore
inhibitors2. Measure volume of juice produced, from the meniscus, at 5, 10 and 15 minutes. We did this by
creating a reaction of the breaking down of a substrate and then recording how much the volume of the
product of the reaction differed between different concentrations of the substrate. If you spill chemicals in the
lab, notify Mr. Discarding one set could stray away from the perhaps real result. There is no genuine trend
because there is no coherency with the alternate hypothesis; a bell-shaped curve was obtained whereas a
positive gradient was the expected outcome. Thus substantial amounts of apple juice may have been soaked up
by filter paper and confounded the result. There is a positive correlation considering the upward trend. It
would be prudent to use increase the scale of the experiment to gain better scope. This means that there is little
consistency between apple samples and their readings for juice production. At high substrate concentrations,
most of the active sites available are occupied since they are saturated with substrate molecules at any given
time. This is to ensure that the same amount of oxygen gas is required to lift it to the surface each time thereby
enabling us to determine the time taken for it to do so. Obtain homogenous liver liquid from teacher and add 8
cm3 of liver liquid into each petri dish to be used in the experiment. The product of the reaction then leaves
the enzyme, which remains unchanged after the reaction. A final improvement could have been the use of a
buffer solution to control pH levels. Pectinase solutions of varying concentrations were prepared including one
of distilled water. Introduction Enzymes are biological catalysts that increase the rates of reactions. In the
spectrophotometer results, a clear pattern arose which showed a pattern in accordance with the alternate
hypothesis. The results varied so much. In your key, do NOT use the treatment numberâ€”use the treatment
name! The catalase can be measured more accurately if the substance is purified in a chemical form, the
amount of detergent could have been given with a more exact volume of measurement and finally the
reactions taken place could have been measured in a different way than by measuring the amount of foam
produced. Lyman-Buttler from Dr. As the temperature increases the activity increases. This happens because
an increase in the concentration of the substrate means more energize molecules. This is in accordance with
the spectrophotometer results and supports the alternate hypothesis and refutes the null hypothesis. When we
compared this to our literary source we could further conclude that the enzyme activity or the rate of reactions
which take place, increase until a certain point when all active sites of the enzymes are occupied, and the rate
of the reactions can no longer increase. Therefore, the extract should have more liquid after filtering. These
results are highly supportive but maybe entirely inaccurate. Record results. That would be useful in industry to
enhance products and profit, resulting in more successful company. The stop watch is stopped once the filter
paper disc reaches the surface. Order now Ib Enzyme Lab Report Paper Investigating the effect of changing
substrate concentration on the activity of the enzyme catalane The aim of this experiment is to examine how
the concentration of a substrate hydrogen peroxide affects the rate of reaction of an enzyme catalyst found in
liver cells Research Question: how does changing the concentration of the substrate affect the rate of reaction
of the enzyme catalyst? Which is why in this experiment apples were used which have a pH of 3. It can be
found in fungi such as Aspergillus niger. This would provide insight into which enzyme is the best for juice
extraction, in terms of specification and efficiency. H2SO4 and KOH are corrosive substances that will cause
serious chemical burns; if you get them on yourself, put it immediately under running water, and tell Mr.
Ensure solution is 10 CM when mixed.


